
 

          A Prism of Signs 
  
 
I remember sitting after dark, grubbed in oak smoke               
         and rabbit grease 
  
listening to my father         reeling them off — Leshy        
         Waldtgeist, Alhool —  
 
until his eyes dimmed with memory   and he refused  
         to go on. 
 
 
Lore I: Offering 
 
Separate the weakest infants. Sew them into their 
rowan and cuckoo spit cots and place them on the 
border of dusk. Return to the relative safety of the 
trees, and wait for the ragged clank of its breath. 
   
 
And now       standing at the hinge of wood and sky  
         after the mutt-pack          
 
eager and slavering for fox has passed on    we sense 
         in the sudden hackling  
   
of neck hair, something watching us     from beyond
         the scrub line. 
       
With our long guns          and our catalogue of myth  
         we find ourselves  
 
after it, past the hollow       of grass where it had lain  
         and smouldered.      
 
Past a bark stripped tree where         something less 
         than animal  
 
  had flexed up and sculpted its claws. 
  
 
Lore II: Masking 
 
In the half-light that occupies all forests, wash the 
dead clean. Take a cut of your spleen, and with it: 
sew together the mauve flab of their gums. Cleave 
ground. Cut down to the earth’s granite bone. Fill 
the flesh with fire until it hums.  
 



 

 
We walk on        finding more of its muzzle prints —   
          snagged wool  
 
and blood, a roebuck left unburied          in the sky,   
          a set of tracks  
          
that come into view then vanish    where something       
          has been        hawked up.  
         
Night comes. It fits around us like a glove    and still 
          there is nothing, 
           
save the swelter of trunk gloom         the moonlight
                  raising the woods grain. 
 
 
Lore III: Deceit 
 
Take one hobbled colt. Stitch your sweat into the 
seam of its mane. Farrier its hooves with the 
keratin of your skin. Return home. Smear pheasant 
shit over the lintel. Bolt the dogs in the woodshed. 
Clamp up like fists. Pray. 
       
 
The world opens at dawn. We step out of ourselves 
         to where a battery of rain  
 
is no longer drawn across the moors as a harbinger
                  and there      in front of us —   
 
our own shadows          caught for a moment 
     
   on the kissing gate ahead. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


